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Naruto: Clash of Ninja 
Sasuke Uchiha 
Pronounced Sauce-kay You-chee-ha 

 Character FAQ for Naruto: Clash of Ninja for  
the Nintendo Gamecube. 
By -- Ploo21 

 Finally, a decent fighting game from an anime!  
I try to watch the Naruto anime every Saturday night  
with my little brother. We've always loved it, and  
wanted a game to come out. When my friend tells me  
there is a game, I'm overjoyed. So, I buy it, and  
this is what's become of it: a guide to one of my 
favorite fighters, Sasuke Uchiha. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Version History~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Version 1.0 - June 2, 2006 
Wrote down the information needed on paper, then 
brought it to my room where I copied it down onto 
my computer. Afterwards I spellchecked the guide. 

Final version - Version 1.0 
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*******************1 Introduction 1********************** 

 In the anime television series, I hate  
Sasuke a lot. It's because he has absolutely no  
feeling! He needs to care more. So anyways, when 
I bought Naruto: Clash of Ninja, I planned on  
going into practice mode to beat up Sasuke over 
and over. But when I tried him out, I was hooked 
to him. He's too good. Now, my most frequently 
used characters are Sasuke and Haku. 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^2 Combos 2^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

B+B+B+B+B+B+B 
 This is a pretty decent combo. It is a  
large series of punches and kicks. It can take 
near half of your opponent's health if all 
attacks hit, which they won't usually, because 



your opponent will probably use substitution  
jutsu somewhere in the combo. Although, the  
last move usually doesn't hit anyway. 

B+B+A
 Sasuke punches twice, and then throws 
a kunai with each hand at the enemy. This is 
a pretty quick attack, but the damage isn't 
so good.  

B+B+B+A 
 Sasuke punches twice, kicks once, then 
disappears in a puff of smoke in front of the 
enemy in the air, and kicks them while coming 
to the ground. This is one of my favorite  
moves. It does a good amount of damage, is  
quick, and the last move can catch your  
opponent off guard. 

B+B+B+B+A 
 This is another awesome move. Sasuke 
punches twice then kicks twice, the last  
kick sending the enemy into the air. Then,  
Sasuke does fire-style jutsu and the opponent  
lands on the fire and gets hurt more, also blowing 
them backward. This'll do a 10-13 hit combo.  
You can hold A and Sasuke will hold out the fire  
jutsu as long as you hold the A button. (Be careful, 
holding the fire drains your chakra.) This move is 
strong and quick. 

-->B+B+B 
 Sasuke punches the enemy in the gut, kicks 
at the enemy, then punches again, sending the enemy 
flying. Only three hits, but it's a pretty quick 
combo. 

<--B+B+B 
 Pretty cool move. Sasuke spin-kicks, 
punches, spins in the air, and kicks the  
opponent's head. It's a good move. Sometimes if  
someone attacks him while he's doing the first  
strike, it won't interrupt the combo. Although,  
at the end of the combo it faces him away from  
the enemy, which might get you in a bit of trouble. 

Down B+B+B
 Sasuke trips the enemy, does a back-flip  
(which kicks them), then slams down diagonally at  
opponent from the air. I use this move frequently,  
because it catches your opponent off guard. 

Down B+B+A
 This is almost the same thing as the last  
move. Sasuke does the same first two moves,  
except he doesn't slam down on the opponent. Instead 
he throws to kunai at the opponent diagonally. This  
one does less damage and misses more than the one above, 
though. 



Down A+B+B+B+B+B 
 Sasuke slashes with a kunai then kicks multiple 
times. Max hit you can get is 6. This move is pretty 
good, but the first hit is a tad slow, and the last 
hit doesn't always hit. I use this one a lot. 

Down A+B+A
 Sasuke slashes with a kunai, kicks the enemy,  
then disappears and appears in front of the opponent,  
and kicks them in the air. Not too strong, but an o.k.  
move.

Down A+B+B+A 
 This move is great! Sasuke slashes with a kunai  
(again), kicks twice, and then does the fire jutsu. I  
think everything with the fire jutsu is good. Don't  
forget you can hold A! 

Special move- (X) 
 Sasuke kicks enemy into the air. He jumps up  
under them and in air kicks the enemy, and punches  
twice, the second punch sending the foe downwards where  
Sasuke falls down too. He brings the heel of his foot  
onto the stomach of the enemy with full force. This  
move doesn't do much damage as I'd like, but you don't  
have to be that close when you press X (as opposed to  
Naruto's.)
(Don't forget you need a full bar of chakra to use this  
move!) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3 Pros, Cons, and Ninjutsus 3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  

Pros:  
+ Pretty strong 
+ Quick 
+ Good balance of Ninjutsu and Taijutsu 

Cons:
- Not too accurate 
- No Genjutsu 

A- Throws two kunai 
A (hold) - Throws four kunai 
Up A- Throws kunai diagonally up and forwards 
<-- A- Disappears, appear in front of enemy, and  
kick 
Down A- Slashes with kunai 
--> A- Fire-style jutsu. Hold A to hold jutsu.  
(Drains chakra.) 

---------------------------4 Poses 4------------------------ 

Victory Battle Pose (after winning two matches) -  
Sasuke puts his hands in his pockets and looks  
around while saying something. 

Victory Match Pose - Sasuke brushes dust off  
of his shorts. 

Lose Battle Pose (At Continue? screen) - Sasuke  



is hunched over on the ground, on his hands and  
knees, breathing heavily. 

Lose Match Pose - Sasuke falls to the ground  
and says 'darn it.' 

********************5 Ninja File 5************************ 

Ninja Registration Number- 
0-12606 

Birthdate-
July 23rd 
12-years old/Leo 

Height/Weight- 
150.8 cm/42.2 kg 

Blood Type- 
AB 

Personality- 
Cool and composed 
Likes to talk tough 

Favorite Food- 
Tomatoes 
Rice balls (okaka flavor) 

Least Favorite Food- 
Natto

Would Like to Fight- 
Itachi Uchiha 

Favorite Line- 
Power

Hobbies- 
Training 
Going for walks 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^6 Sound Test 6^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
(Some of the sounds were really hard to do) 

01 Lets go! 
02 Come on! 
03 Vengeance is mine! 
04 What, that's all you got? 
05 I got no time for losers like you. 
06 You're annoying 
07 Uhh! 
08 Uh-h! 
09 Aagh! 
10 Oagh! 
11 Ooaghh!
12 Huagh! 
13 Uh! 
14 Ha! 
15 Yahh! 



16 Huyah! 
17 Huagh 
18 Huah! 
19 It's over 
20 I'm not done yet! 
21 Take that! 
22 Look out! 
23 Hyagh! 
24 There! 
25 Try again... 
26 Darn it... 
27 Uaagh!!! 
28 There's no way... I could lose! 
29 Hmm! 
30 No way!
31 Hah! 
32 Heh, this'll be a great warm-up! 
33 I've been waiting for this. 
34 I wanna fight you. 
35 Feel the power of Uchiha 
36 Fire-style jutsu! 
37 (Nothing) 
38 Scaredy cat. 
39 (Nothing) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7 Copyright and Credits 7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Copyright 2006 Grant Jones 

This may be not be reproduced under any circumstances  
except for personal, private use. It may not be placed  
on any web site or otherwise distributed publicly without  
advance written permission. Use of this guide on any other  
web site or as a part of any public display is strictly  
prohibited, and a violation of copyright. 

You can contact me at: Coolgab1219@yahoo.com. Please  
make the subject line say Naruto Sasuke Guide in it,  
or I might accidentally delete it. 
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